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Speciﬁcation
Location Poland
Yacht type: Motor
Yacht type: Flybridge
Brand: Galeon
Length: 22.2
Beam: 5.25
Motor: VOLVO PENTA, MAN
Fuel capacity: 3350
Cabins: 4
Number of guests: 16
Water capacity: 800
Years: 2023
Price: Price on request

Galeon

GALEON 680 FLY
The 680 FLY joined the latest, fourth, generation of Galeon models and introduced some exciting
new features to the segment. With lightweight construction taking advantage of carbon
technologies, its powerful yet elegant frame will oﬀer commendable performance and great
handling.
On board of the 680, passengers will ﬁnd incredible volume, a bright and welcoming interior and a
highly customizable, luxurious ﬁnish. A saloon with four power panoramic windows, a wide cockpit
door, a sunroof and a skipper’s exit all combine to place a large open space at guests’ disposal, to
allow for that intimate touch with nature.
The class’s largest ﬂybridge oﬀers a “Smart Layout” with a bar and recreation space for a dozen or
so guests. The bow area is oﬀered in two diﬀerent layouts: with an assortment of multifunctional
power sofas and tables or a classic sundeck with a large sofa.
A selection of powerful engines and a comprehensive list of additional equipment will allow future
owners to create their perfect yacht that will turn heads in amazement and become a benchmark
for others to follow. Galeon 680 Flybridge combines all the best aspects of classic style and
modern approach.

Flybridge line
Galeon 680 Fly is a combination of a classic hull with the new “Floating Design” interior and
additional innovations added. The interior’s “Floating Design” concept is a direct nod towards
waves with its rounded, wavy combination of mat and glossy woodwork.

Features

A sleek and dynamic exterior of the 680
A hydraulic bath platform is available
he saloon is occupied by a large dining area and a helm station
Guest rest area on the main deck
Two separate stairways leading down below to four guest cabins
A bright and roomy interior of the Galeon 680 Flybridge
A vast expanse of ﬂybridge
The full beam owner ensuite cabin with separate enter

Awards

Winner of World Yacht Trophies 2019 - Best Exterior Design
The Company oﬀers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor
warrant the condition of the vessel. This vessel is oﬀered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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